1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

In classical epidemic models, essential underlying assumptions are that contacts are instantaneous and every contact is with another individual of the population ([@bib12]). For many infectious diseases these assumptions are reasonable and lead to good results. For example, for modelling the spread of influenza or measles, taking instantaneous contacts into account has resulted in valid descriptions of transmission dynamics and these models have been used successfully to assess the impact of vaccination ([@bib4]). For modelling dynamics of sexually transmitted infections (STI) the situation is different, as these assumptions may not always be valid. If individuals of a population form long lasting partnerships and have repeated contacts with the same individual over a long time period, this influences the transmission risk of an infection that spreads via those contacts. If partnerships are monogamous, individuals in a pair of two susceptibles are protected from becoming infected as long as the partnership lasts. A partnership has to dissolve and a new one be formed before transmission to another person can occur. Also, if a person who is in a partnership with an infectious partner recovers, he or she may acquire a re-infection from his/her infected partner. Such effects are especially influential for infections with relatively long infectious periods and for populations where individuals have few but long lasting partnerships. If duration of infection and duration of partnerships are of the same order of magnitude, partnership dynamics interacts with disease transmission and determines the potential of the disease to establish itself in a population.

To deal with such dynamic properties of sexually transmitted infections, pair formation models were first introduced into the field of infectious disease modelling by Dietz and Hadeler ([@bib13]). They modified models from mathematical demography to include transmission of infection in an age-structured two-sex population. Simplified versions of this pair formation epidemic model were later formulated by Kretzschmar and Dietz ([@bib31]) and compared with models, which do not take partnership duration into account. Since then, pair formation models have been used in many variants, have been implemented into simulation models for STI ([@bib34], [@bib41], [@bib50]), and have been applied to analyse the impact of various types of interventions ([@bib21], [@bib48]). Pair formation models in structured populations have been analysed mathematically by Hadeler et al. ([@bib19], [@bib20]). More recently, extensions to the pair formation approach which are capable of describing also concurrent partnerships have been derived and analysed ([@bib37], [@bib38]).

Here we review the approach of pair formation models with the aim of giving an easy introduction into the main ideas and related literature for readers, who want to obtain a quick overview. We introduce and explain assumptions and structure of simple pair formation models. We formulate models for one-sex populations for reasons of simplicity, but all models can easily be extended to two-sex populations. We give some examples for the application of pair formation models, where we focus mainly on curable sexually transmitted infections (STI) with *chlamydia trachomatis* (chlamydia) as an example.

2. Modelling partnership dynamics {#sec2}
=================================

We start with introducing a model for the partnership dynamics without infection. We assume that the population is subdivided into singles (denoted by $X\left( t \right)$) and pairs of individuals (denoted by $P\left( t \right)$). The total population size is given by $N = X + 2P$, because a pair consists of 2 individuals. Singles form new pairs with a rate *ρ* and pairs separate with rate *σ*. New individuals enter the population with a constant recruitment rate *B* and leave the population (by death or ceasing sexual activity) with rate *μ*. We further assume that $X\left( t \right) \geq 0$ and $P\left( t \right) \geq 0$ for all *t*. The pair formation process is then described by the system of differential equations$$\frac{dX}{dt} = B - \mu X - \rho X + 2\sigma P + 2\mu P$$$$\frac{dP}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}\rho X - \sigma P - 2\mu P$$

This system of equations has a unique equilibrium given by$$X^{\star} = \frac{B\left( {\sigma + 2\mu} \right)}{\mu\left( {\rho + \sigma + 2\mu} \right)}$$$$P^{\star} = \frac{B\rho}{2\mu\left( {\rho + \sigma + 2\mu} \right)}$$

In equilibrium we have $N = B/\mu$. Therefore, a fraction $x^{\star} = \frac{\sigma + 2\mu}{\rho + \sigma + 2\mu}$ is single. The fraction of people in a partnership is given by $2p^{\star} = 2P^{\star}/N = \frac{\rho}{\left( {\rho + \sigma + 2\mu} \right)}$. In the following we will always assume that the pair formation and separation process is at equilibrium, i.e. that there is a constant proportion of singles and paired individuals in the population.

The fractions of singles and paired individuals can be used to estimate *ρ* and *σ* from sexual behaviour data. For example, if we observe that survey participants report 1.5 new partners per year and 70% of participant report that they are in a partnership, we can set$$\rho x^{\star} = 1.5$$$$2p^{\star} = 0.7$$

If we assume for simplicity that $B = \mu = 0$, we get $\rho = 5$ and $\sigma = 2.1$. Note that these estimates were derived under the assumption that there are no concurrent partnerships.

We can also use the equations to derive some other relevant quantities describing the typical life course of an individual. The fraction of the population that is in a partnership$$2p^{\star} = \frac{\rho}{\rho + \sigma + 2\mu}$$also describes the expected fraction of his lifetime that an individual is in a partnership. The mean duration of partnerships is given by$$D = \frac{1}{\sigma + 2\mu}$$

Using that the expected lifetime of an individual is given by $\frac{1}{\mu}$, we can now compute the expected number *M* of lifetime partners of an individual as$$M = \frac{\rho\left( {\sigma + 2\mu} \right)}{\mu\left( {\rho + \sigma + 2\mu} \right)}$$

3. Sexually transmitted infections in a model with pairs {#sec3}
========================================================

We now want to include transmission of infection into the model. We assume that the infection can be described as an $S - I - S$ infection, i.e. after recovery from infection an individual is immediately susceptible again. This assumption is reasonable for sexually transmitted infections like chlamydia and gonorrhoea, where there is hardly any immunity and repeated infections are common. Furthermore, we assume that an infection does not lead to disease related mortality. Individuals enter the population as susceptibles, and transmission can only take place in a pair of a susceptible and an infected individual ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For simplicity, we assume that there is no difference between men and women. We denote by $X_{i}$ the populations of susceptible ($i = 0$) and infected ($i = 1$) singles. Similarly, by $P_{ij}$ we denote pairs, where $i,j$ can be 0 or 1 depending on whether paired individuals are susceptible or infected. We get the system of equations$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{dX_{0}}{dt} = B - \mu X_{0} - \rho X_{0} + \sigma\left( {2P_{00} + P_{01}} \right) + \mu\left( {2P_{00} + P_{01}} \right) + \gamma X_{1}} \\
{\frac{dX_{1}}{dt} = - \mu X_{1} - \rho X_{1} + \sigma\left( {2P_{11} + P_{01}} \right) + \mu\left( {2P_{11} + P_{01}} \right) - \gamma X_{1}} \\
{\frac{dP_{00}}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}\frac{\rho X_{0}^{2}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma P_{00} - 2\mu P_{00} + \gamma P_{01}} \\
{\frac{dP_{01}}{dt} = \frac{\rho X_{0}X_{1}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma P_{01} - 2\mu P_{01} - \gamma P_{01} - \beta P_{01} + 2\gamma P_{11}} \\
{\frac{dP_{11}}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}\frac{\rho X_{1}^{2}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma P_{11} - 2\mu P_{11} + \beta P_{01} - 2\gamma P_{11}} \\
\end{array}$$where *β* denotes the transmission rate in discordant pairs, (i.e. in $P_{01}$), and *γ* is the natural clearance rate. Note that *β* is composed of a rate of having sexual intercourse during a partnership and a transmission probability per act. The per partnership transmission probability can be computed from *β* if the partnership duration is known. If partnership duration is long, the per partnership transmission probability can be high even for a low per act probability.Fig. 1Flow scheme for the SIS pair formation model.Fig. 1

Using the assumption that the pair formation process is at equilibrium, we get $X_{0} = X^{\star} - X_{1}$ and $P_{00} = P^{\star} - P_{01} - P_{11}$. The system (1) can then be reduced to a 3-dimensional system$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{dX_{1}}{dt} = - \left( {\mu + \rho + \gamma} \right)X_{1} + \left( {\sigma + \mu} \right)\left( {2P_{11} + P_{01}} \right)} \\
{\frac{dP_{01}}{dt} = \rho X_{1}\left( {1 - \frac{X_{1}}{X^{\star}}} \right) - \left( {\sigma + 2\mu + \beta + \gamma} \right)P_{01} + 2\gamma P_{11}} \\
{\frac{dP_{11}}{dt} = \frac{\rho X_{1}^{2}}{2X^{\star}} - \left( {\sigma + 2\mu + 2\gamma} \right)P_{11} + \beta P_{01}} \\
\end{array}$$

We can write the prevalence as $I = X_{1} + P_{01} + 2P_{11}$.

4. The basic reproduction number and other thresholds {#sec4}
=====================================================

Some ingredients for computing the basic reproduction number $R_{0}$ for the above model can be computed easily. The expected time an individual stays in state $P_{01}$ is given by$$\frac{1}{\sigma + 2\mu + \beta + \gamma}.$$

The probability *b* that the infected partner infects the susceptible partner in $P_{01}$ is$$b = \frac{\beta}{\sigma + 2\mu + \beta + \gamma}\text{.}$$

The expected time an individual stays in state $P_{11}$ is given by$$\frac{1}{\sigma + 2\mu + 2\gamma}$$

The probability that a pair of two infected persons dissolves before one of them recovers, i.e. of moving directly into the single state from $P_{11}$, is$$\frac{\sigma + \mu}{\sigma + 2\mu + 2\gamma}$$while the probability of first moving to $P_{01}$ and then to the single compartment is$$\frac{\gamma}{\left( {\sigma + 2\mu + 2\gamma} \right)}\frac{\left( {\sigma + \mu} \right)}{\left( {\sigma + 2\mu + \beta + \gamma} \right)}$$

For an infection without recovery, i.e. the case $\gamma = 0$, the basic reproduction number is now given by the product of•the probability of moving into the single state after being infected•the number of partners in the remaining life time *M*•the probability of infecting a susceptible partner *b*

We get$$R_{0} = \frac{\beta\rho\left( {\sigma + \mu} \right)}{\mu\left( {\rho + \sigma + 2\mu} \right)\left( {\sigma + 2\mu + \beta} \right)}$$

If $\gamma > 0$ the situation is more complicated, because an infected individual can clear his infection even while still in a partnership. But then he/she can get reinfected, if his/her partner is infected. The infection can bounce back and forth between partners and in this way the infectious period is effectively prolonged ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). How should re-infections within a partnership be counted for computation of $R_{0}$? Are we interested in the number of secondary infections that one infected individual produces or in the number of newly infected persons? This question was discussed in [@bib22].Fig. 2Illustration of infections that can go back and forth between persons. In this example the initial case (top row) transmitted the infection twice to the partner (a and b). The case reproduction number in this example would be 1 (since the initial case only infected one person), but the basic reproduction number would be 2 (since the partner became infected twice). Black arrows denote initial infection and grey dashed arrows re-infections.Fig. 2

The authors introduced two other concepts, which they termed the case reproduction number ($R_{c}$) and the partnership reproduction number ($R_{p}$). The case reproduction number $R_{c}$ is defined as the average number of secondary cases, i.e. other individuals, a primary case will infect during his or her infectious period ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). For this number, a secondary infection of the same partner, who has cleared an earlier infection, does not count and therefore $R_{c}$ is always lower (or equal) than $R_{0}$ ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The average number of secondary partnerships consisting of two infected individuals one typical infected individual will produce during his or her infectious lifetime is denoted as partnership reproduction number ($R_{p}$). In [@bib22] it is shown that, for a curable STI, the average number of secondary cases an infected individual infects does not always equal the average number of secondary infections because of re-infection within partnerships. Values of $R_{c}$ and $R_{p}$ approach $R_{0}$ for long durations of immunity after natural clearance or if partnership durations are very short. There is a partnership duration that maximizes the three reproduction numbers. $R_{c}$ and $R_{p}$ are not threshold values in the sense of $R_{0}$, but they describe important components of case reproduction. An $SIS$-infection in a population with pairs can be endemic, even if $R_{c} < 1$, i.e. even if one case produces on average less than one new cases during the average infectious period. The reason is that the infectious period is in effect prolonged by possible reinfections within pairs. The basic reproduction number takes that into account, whereas $R_{c}$ just counts the number of secondary cases produced by one infected individual. If there is no re-infection within partnerships, then $R_{0} = R_{c}$. The case reproduction number $R_{c}$ is important in relation with data from contact tracing studies, which are sometime used for estimating $R_{0}$ ([@bib47]), but reflect $R_{c}$. In a contact tracing study one measures the number of secondary cases generated by one index case, but there is no information about re-infection within those partnerships. Therefore, an $R_{0}$ estimate based on contact tracing data will always underestimate the true $R_{0}$.Table 1Definitions modified from [@bib22].Table 1TermDefinition$R_{c}$Average number of secondary infected individuals (**cases**) one typical infected individual will produce during his or her **infectious period** starting in a partnership with two infected individuals in a totally susceptible population$R_{p}$Average number of secondary **partnerships consisting of two infected individuals** one typical infected individual will produce during his or her **infectious lifetime** starting in a partnership with two infected individuals in a totally susceptible population$R_{0}$Average number of secondary **infections** one typical infected individual will produce during his or her **infectious period** starting in a partnership with two infected individuals in a totally susceptible population

5. Types of partnerships {#sec5}
========================

Data from sexual behaviour surveys show that there are large differences between individuals in their number of reported partnerships. First, in most surveys the majority of respondents reports very few partners in the last year, usually one, while a small proportion reports having had 2 or more partners. Men usually report on average more partners than women, but also a larger proportion reports zero partners in the last year ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Different explanations for this observation have been put forward, the most accepted one is that women tend to underreport their numbers of partners while men tend to overreport ([@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib44]). But also the age distribution of respondents may play a role and differences between men and women in the timing of periods of low and high sexual risk behavior during the life courses of men and women (sexual careers).Fig. 3A typical distribution of numbers of partners in the last year reported in a heterosexual population. Most respondents report 0--1 partners, a small fraction report more than five partners. Based on data from [@bib26].Fig. 3

There are also large differences between partnership durations ranging from very short one night stands to long-lasting steady partnerships with durations of many years ([@bib18], [@bib45]). It is interesting to observe that survival of long-lasting partnerships can be well described by an exponential distribution ([@bib45]). Therefore, using a linear combination of two exponential distributions for survival of partnerships results in a flexible but parsimonious description of distributions observed in surveys.

Finally, also the gaps between partnerships play a role in transmission dynamics if transmission can only take place within partnerships ([@bib10]). In [@bib9] an important finding was that core groups of high risk maybe defined by short gaps between successive partnerships. Empirical data for the distribution of gap length was also provided by [@bib18].

This leads us to introduce pair formation models with two types of pairs, which are different in their durations determined by the separation rates *σ*. In particular, we define partnerships with a low dissolution rate $\sigma_{1}$, which we call steady partnerships, and those with high dissolution rate $\sigma_{2}$, which are called casual. At the moment of partnership formation a certain fraction *f* of partnerships are steady, the remaining fraction $1 - f$ are casual. We describe the pair formation process by the following system of equations, where *P* now denotes the number of steady pairs, and *Q* the number of casual pairs.$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{dX}{dt} = B - \mu X - \rho X + 2\sigma_{1}P + 2\sigma_{2}Q + 2\mu\left( {P + Q} \right)} \\
{\frac{dP}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}f\rho X - \sigma_{1}P - 2\mu P} \\
{\frac{dQ}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}\left( {1 - f} \right)\rho X - \sigma_{2}Q - 2\mu Q} \\
\end{array}$$

As before we can determine the steady state and find$$\begin{array}{l}
{X^{\star} = B\left( {\mu + \rho - \rho\left( {f\frac{\left( {\sigma_{1} + \mu} \right)}{\left( {\sigma_{1} + 2\mu} \right)} + \left( {1 - f} \right)\frac{\left( {\sigma_{2} + \mu} \right)}{\left( {\sigma_{2} + 2\mu} \right)}} \right)} \right)^{- 1}} \\
{P^{\star} = \frac{f\rho}{2\left( {\sigma_{1} + 2\mu} \right)}X^{\star}} \\
{Q^{\star} = \frac{\left( {1 - f} \right)\rho}{2\left( {\sigma_{2} + 2\mu} \right)}X^{\star}} \\
\end{array}$$

In steady state the ratio of steady to casual partnerships is then given by$$\frac{P^{\star}}{Q^{\star}} = \frac{f}{\left( {1 - f} \right)}\frac{\left( {\sigma_{2} + 2\mu} \right)}{\left( {\sigma_{1} + 2\mu} \right)}.$$

This relationship shows that even if the fraction of newly formed steady partnerships is small, due to their long duration the prevalence of steady partnerships can be high. In other words, in a survey asking about the duration of ongoing partnerships there is a bias towards long duration partnerships. This can be seen very well in the data presented in [@bib18], where survival of ongoing relationships is much higher than those which have already ended. As above we can describe an SIS infection on a population with two types of partnerships. To account for the possibility that transmission rates may differ in different types of partnerships, we distinguish between $\beta_{1}$ for steady pairs and $\beta_{2}$ for casual pairs. We get the equations$$\frac{dX_{0}}{dt} = B - \mu X_{0} - \rho X_{0} + \sigma_{1}\left( {2P_{00} + P_{01}} \right) + \sigma_{2}\left( {2Q_{00} + Q_{01}} \right)\  + \mu\left( {2P_{00} + P_{01} + 2Q_{00} + Q_{01}} \right) + \gamma X_{1}\frac{dX_{1}}{dt} = - \mu X_{1} - \rho X_{1} + \sigma_{1}\left( {2P_{11} + P_{01}} \right) + \sigma_{2}\left( {2Q_{11} + Q_{01}} \right)\  + \mu\left( {2P_{11} + P_{01} + 2Q_{11} + Q_{01}} \right) - \gamma X_{1}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{dP_{00}}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}f\frac{\rho X_{0}^{2}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma_{1}P_{00} - 2\mu P_{00} + \gamma P_{01}} \\
{\frac{dP_{01}}{dt} = f\frac{\rho X_{0}X_{1}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma_{1}P_{01} - 2\mu P_{01} - \gamma P_{01} - \beta_{1}P_{01} + 2\gamma P_{11}} \\
{\frac{dP_{11}}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}f\frac{\rho X_{1}^{2}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma_{1}P_{11} - 2\mu P_{11} + \beta_{1}P_{01} - 2\gamma P_{11}} \\
{\frac{dQ_{00}}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}\left( {1 - f} \right)\frac{\rho X_{0}^{2}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma_{2}Q_{00} - 2\mu Q_{00} + \gamma Q_{01}} \\
{\frac{dQ_{01}}{dt} = \left( {1 - f} \right)\frac{\rho X_{0}X_{1}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma_{2}Q_{01} - 2\mu Q_{01} - \gamma Q_{01} - \beta_{2}Q_{01} + 2\gamma Q_{11}} \\
{\frac{dQ_{11}}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}\left( {1 - f} \right)\frac{\rho X_{1}^{2}}{X_{0} + X_{1}} - \sigma_{2}Q_{11} - 2\mu Q_{11} + \beta_{2}Q_{01} - 2\gamma Q_{11}} \\
\end{array}$$

Under the assumption that the pair formation process is at equilibrium, it is possible to reduce this system to a 5-dimensional system in the variables $X_{1}$, $P_{01}$, $P_{11}$, $Q_{01}$, and $Q_{11}$. The prevalence of infection is given by$$I\left( t \right) = X_{1}\left( t \right) + P_{01}\left( t \right) + 2P_{11}\left( t \right) + Q_{01}\left( t \right) + 2Q_{11}\left( t \right)$$

In [@bib32] it was shown that $R_{0}$ as computed from the Jacobian matrix at the disease-free equilibrium of the 5-dimensional system is given by$$R_{0} = \frac{1}{\mu}\left( {\frac{2P^{\star}}{N^{\star}}\frac{\left( {\mu + \sigma_{1}} \right)\beta_{1}}{\left( {2\mu + \sigma_{1} + \beta_{1}} \right)} + \frac{2Q^{\star}}{N^{\star}}\frac{\left( {\mu + \sigma_{2}} \right)\beta_{2}}{\left( {2\mu + \sigma_{2} + \beta_{2}} \right)}} \right).$$

In this formulation of $R_{0}$ the contributions of the two types of partnerships can be quantified. So if, for example, steady partnerships (defined by long average duration) in $P^{\star}$ cannot sustain the infection in the population, we could determine at which value of the transmission rate $\beta_{2}$ in casual partnerships the infection could establish itself. In general, we find that for infectious with long duration of infection the distinction between long and short term partnerships is not so important for determining the threshold. If however, duration of the infection is short, casual partnerships are more important in keeping up transmission of infection. In other words, the "core group" concept is more important for STIs with shorter infectious periods.

6. Applications of pair formation models in the context of chlamydia control {#sec6}
============================================================================

An important area of application of pair formation models is to assess the impact of population based interventions on the prevalence of chlamydia infections. Chlamydia is the most commonly reported sexually transmitted infection in many developed countries ([@bib16]). A chlamydia infection has an average infectious period of around one year ([@bib2], [@bib49]). Most chlamydia infections occur asymptomatically, and when untreated, chlamydia can ascend to the upper genital tract and might cause pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) and infertility in women ([@bib25]). When detected, chlamydia can be treated by antibiotics. Repeated infections after treatment are common for chlamydia ([@bib5]). These repeated infections can come from a re-infection by an untreated infected partner in the existing partnership, from a new partner, from a treatment failure ([@bib29]) or from auto-inoculation from an infection at another anatomic location within the same individual ([@bib24]).

Since pair formation models take partnership durations explicitly into account and allow for re-infections to happen within partnerships, they are very powerful tools for estimating the impact of intervention measures to control chlamydia transmission. There are several different intervention measures to control chlamydia transmission. The aim of the interventions is to prevent onward transmission and reduce complications. First, asymptomatically infected individuals need to be detected through testing (screening), which shortens the duration of infection and reduces further transmission ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). After detection, sexual partners of infected individuals can be informed of their exposure and be treated (partner notification). Since repeated infections are common, people can be offered a repeated test after treatment. There are several countries that implemented guidelines regarding screening, partner notification and repeated testing ([@bib40]). These guidelines differ greatly because it is very difficult and costly to perform randomised controlled trials to determine the optimal intervention measures. Mathematical modelling can overcome this limitation.Fig. 4This figure illustrates different intervention measures for controlling chlamydia transmission. First, asymptomatically infected individuals are actively found and treated through screening (either when they are single or in a pair). When tested positive for chlamydia, partner notification can be initiated and positive partners can also be treated. When partner notification is unsuccessful, the index case can become re-infected from her infected partner. For illustration purposes, we assumed that treatment is 100% effective.Fig. 4

Using pair formation models, the effect of different partner notification strategies (in terms of number of partners per index case or the time window in which partners should be notified) was determined ([@bib1]). It was shown that the prevalence of infection was highest in the most recent partners, especially in the last three partners from the preceding 18 months. However, on the population level, notifying the current partner gave the biggest reduction in chlamydia prevalence, and notifying more previous partners did not reduce the population prevalence much further. This suggested that priority should be given to the most recent partner and that going back more partners only has an impact on the individual level.

Regarding repeated testing, a pair formation model showed that the period of highest risk of a repeated infection in women was between two and five months after treatment, indicating that repeated testing can be done most effectively in this time window ([@bib23]). When comparing the impact of notifying the current partner and repeated testing 3 months after treatment on reducing population prevalence (using a fixed screening uptake) it was shown that partner notification was more effective in reducing population prevalence compared to repeated testing. This can be explained by the fact that partner notification not only prevents re-infection, but also onward transmission once the partnership dissolves. Both interventions combined gave the largest reduction in chlamydia prevalence although this reduction was relatively small compared to the reduction in prevalence by testing alone ([@bib23]).

As a last example of the application of pair formation models in enhancing our understanding of chlamydia transmission and control, the pair formation model framework was extended incorporating two anatomical infection locations in women: the urogenital and anorectal locations ([@bib24]). This allowed not only re-infection to happen from partners of infected individuals, but also from one anatomical location to the other through auto-inoculation. The model estimated that auto-inoculation contributed substantially to keeping chlamydia endemic.

7. Comparisons of pair formation models with instantaneous contact models {#sec7}
=========================================================================

Several studies have compared the estimated impact of interventions between pair formation models and instantaneous contact model ([@bib1], [@bib21], [@bib39], [@bib46], [@bib51]). [@bib39] showed that generally speaking, instantaneous contact models overestimate endemic prevalence as compared to pair formation models. Only if pair formation and separation dynamics are fast compared to transmission dynamics, are frequency-dependent instantaneous contact models a good approximation for the full pair formation transmission model. Similarly, instantaneous contact models overestimate the impact of interventions on reducing population prevalence compared to pair formation models. For example, regarding chlamydia screening, a pair formation model estimated a weaker impact of screening when compared to the instantaneous contact model ([@bib1], [@bib21]). This is because in a pair formation model, re-infection of the current partner after screening and treatment is possible, making the impact on reducing prevalence less pronounced. For HPV vaccination, similar results were found for short durations of vaccine protection ([@bib51]). However, for vaccines with high efficacy providing lifelong protection the results were reversed: a pair formation model showed larger reductions in HPV population prevalence compared to its instantaneous counterpart. Last, a theoretical analyses comparing the two models for a range of parameters reflecting several sexually transmitted infections, it was shown that instantaneous contact models predicted higher critical levels of condom use required to prevent transmission for gonorrhoea and chlamydia, but similar levels for HIV ([@bib46]).

In [@bib39] sexually transmitted infections were classified according to their time-scales of transmission, and it was shown that instantaneous contact models can well approximate prevalence and epidemic growth rates for long lasting chronic infectious such as HIV, but not for $SIS$-infections with a faster transmission dynamics such as bacterial STI. The differences between the pair formation models and instantaneous contacts models can be explained by two mechanisms, namely that in pair formation models people in pairs have repeated contacts with the same individual, allowing for reinfection within pairs to occur which effectively increases the duration of infectious periods. Second, susceptible individuals who are single or in a pair with another susceptible are temporarily protected from getting infected.

8. Extension to concurrent partnerships {#sec8}
=======================================

A serious shortcoming of pair formation models is that they cannot take overlap between partnerships, or concurrency, into account. If individuals can have more than one partnership with a duration $> 0$, connected chains of individual can occur, which cannot be described easily with systems of differential equations. There have been some attempts to extend the pair formation approach at least to some simple situations. An early approach in that direction was published by [@bib14], who considered a model where one of the two partners in a pair could have another partnership with a third individual. Another approach to include concurrent partnerships in a simple way was used in [@bib52], [@bib53], where individuals could form steady partnerships described as pairs, and have instantaneous contacts modelled by a mass action term next to their steady partner. The rates of having instantaneous contacts could differ between singles and individuals in a pair. The model was used to capture the effect of high infectivity in the short primary phase of HIV infection and was applied to model a population of MSM in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Short concurrent partnerships during a primary HIV infection can lead to rapid transmission in a population where steady partnerships alone would keep the impact of primary infection limited. The model structure was used and modified by [@bib48], who extended the framework to a population structured by age, sex and activity levels and parameterized it for a population in Malawi.

If the aim is to model concurrent partnerships with no restrictions on partnership duration and numbers of concurrent partners, one needs to deal with networks in the sense that the contact structure contains larger connected components. This generates dependencies between partners and partners of partners that cannot easily be described by deterministic models. A first step in defining such models for a relatively simple situation was made by Miller and colleagues ([@bib43], [@bib42]) and by Leung and colleagues ([@bib37], [@bib38]).

Another approach was taken by [@bib6], [@bib15], [@bib17], who introduced the pair-approximation approach. In these type of models a full dynamic network is described in terms of the dynamics of pairs, and additional assumptions on correlations in triples. In this way, a closed system of ordinary differential equations can be derived in terms of numbers of pairs and triples of various types. The pair approximation approach was applied to analyse impact of interventions for Chlamydia infections ([@bib11]). While pair formation models as introduced in section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} are an exact representation of the SIS epidemic, approximations of a network or a model with concurrency cannot handle SIS epidemics exactly. [@bib27] compared SIS epidemics on pair approximation models and certain full networks and found that including information on numbers of re-infections can improve the approximation. In a comparison of network models, pair approximation models and instantaneous contact models [@bib28] concluded that general epidemics on networks spread slower than in randomly mixing populations.

9. Pair formation models in individual based simulations {#sec9}
========================================================

When modelling the impact of population based screening for chlamydia, the population needs to be stratified by age and sex. Furthermore, it is useful to distinguish between symptomatic and asymptomatic infections, as data may be available for the former but not for the latter. Also, treatment of symptomatic cases, who seek health care, may shorten the average duration of infection as compared with asymptomatic undiagnosed infections. Taking all these population stratifications into account, quickly renders the deterministic pair formation model formulation very complex and confusing. Therefore, a number of individual based stochastic models have been developed which also take long term partnerships into account. These models have the additional advantage that it is easy to also allow concurrent partnerships to occur. The individual based model ([@bib34], [@bib35]) was a direct translation of the pair formation model introduced above into a stochastic simulation ([@bib30]). Other similar models were developed by Turner and colleagues ([@bib50]) and Low and colleagues ([@bib41]). Systematic comparisons of those models were conducted in [@bib3], [@bib33].

10. Discussion {#sec10}
==============

Taking partnership duration explicitly into account in modelling sexually transmitted infections influences the transmission dynamics and the estimated impact of intervention measures on reducing transmission. Having a long term monogamous partnership with a non-infected partner protects an individual from becoming infected. On the other hand, a long term monogamous partnership of two infected individuals in essence traps the pathogen in the partnership and prevents its further transmission. Therefore, it is clear that partnership duration can have various effects. If an infection clears and re-infection within partnerships is possible, a partnership can in essence prolong the duration of the infectious period by infection being repeatedly passed back and forth between partners. On the other hand, if partnerships last too long, the pathogen has too few opportunities to be passed on to other individuals in order to establish itself in the population. Similarly, if partnership duration is too short, and gaps between partnerships are long, effective transmission cannot take place. There is an optimal partnership duration which maximizes the basic reproduction number given all other parameters remain constant. If the infectivity changes with time since infection, partnership duration can become even more influential, as in the case of HIV. A highly infectious primary phase can have little effect on transmission if partnerships are long and monogamous, but can cause a large proportion of onward transmission if partnership duration is in the order of the duration of the primary infection stage ([@bib36]).

Pair formation models can capture the complex dynamics of partnership duration and infection duration. There are also two major limitations to the use of pair formation models. One is that adding any structure to a pair formation model leads to a quickly increasing number of differential equations needed to describe the dynamics, because pairs of every combination of characteristics need to be described explicitly. The other limitation is that concurrent partnerships can only be added as instantaneous contacts. However, that may already be a good description when modelling populations where concurrency of steady partnerships is not that common ([@bib1]). For situations where long term concurrent partnerships are important, dynamic partnerships have been incorporated into simulation models, for example to study the impact of concurrent partnerships on HIV transmission.

Pair formation models have proven very useful in modelling transmission of curable STI\'s and interventions. They have been used extensively to model chlamydia infections in heterosexual populations, where partnership duration can be in the order of duration of an untreated chlamydia infection. Due to the often asymptomatic nature of a chlamydia infection, much attention has been given to the possible impact of population based screening interventions. Furthermore, contact tracing is an important tool for case finding. Both re-infection within partnerships and repeated infection following cure occur regularly in young heterosexual populations. Pair formation models are capable of incorporating all those features into a relatively simple, deterministic framework, which can be readily analysed numerically.
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